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Introduction {#sec1}
============

Telomerase is found to maintain the telomere length by adding DNA bases to the end of the chromosomes for protecting genetic material. Telomerase is a ribonucleoprotein with reverse transcriptase activity that consists of telomerase RNA (TERC) and TERT, a reverse transcriptase ([@bib2], [@bib24], [@bib41]). Telomerase is essential for the prolonged persistence of stem cell function in organs with extensive cell turnover ([@bib29], [@bib32], [@bib38]). Besides embryonic and cancer stem cells, proliferative neural stem cells (NSCs) also exhibit high levels of telomerase activity ([@bib5], [@bib6], [@bib10], [@bib11]). To date, the main role of TERT found in NSCs is to regulate proliferation ([@bib42]). Accordingly, in contrast to the well-studied functions of TERT in embryonic and cancer stem cells ([@bib14]), still little is known about the function of TERT in NSCs, especially in adult hippocampal dentate gyrus (DG).

The adult brain has the ability to change its structure and function during maturation, learning, environmental challenges, or pathology ([@bib19]). The adult hippocampus, a crucial structure for the formation of certain types of memory, such as episodic memory and spatial memory ([@bib35]), is one of the most plastic regions in the mammalian brain. New neurons are generated continuously throughout life in the DG originating from neural progenitor cells (NPCs) ([@bib1]). The DG, which receives direct inputs from the entorhinal cortex and sends projections to the CA3 region, is traditionally considered as the information gateway to the hippocampus ([@bib8], [@bib16]). The development of a dendritic tree allows newborn neurons to communicate with each other by joining circuits ([@bib33]). Our previous study found that hippocampal TERT is implicated in modulation of mood behaviors by regulation of proliferation of NPCs. The development of the newborn neurons contributes to the high synaptic plasticity and dynamic circuit incorporation of the DG, which plays a fundamental function in memory processing ([@bib8], [@bib16], [@bib23]). However, the exact understanding of the molecular mechanism underlying the regulation of dendritic development and circuit formation of newborn neurons in the post-natal hippocampus is necessary ([@bib21]). Thus, in this study, we investigated the potential of hippocampal TERT in the modulation of neural development and its contribution to spatial memory formation, as well as determining its cellular mechanism.

Results {#sec2}
=======

Hippocampal TERT Is Required for Spatial Memory Formation {#sec2.1}
---------------------------------------------------------

It has been shown that TERT deficiency affects normal brain functions in mice ([@bib39]). To investigate whether TERT is implicated in hippocampus-dependent spatial memory formation, we performed the Morris water maze (MWM) test, a classic method for measuring spatial memory formation in rodents ([@bib7]), using the first generation of *Tert*^*−/−*^ mice ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and their wild-type (WT) mice. Surprisingly, *Tert*^*−/−*^ mice displayed extremely poor ability in spatial learning and memory formation compared with WT in the MWM task ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A; [Movies S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To rule out the influence of swimming speed on platform probing, we monitored the swimming speed in each experiment. There was no difference in swimming speed between groups in each MWM task in this study ([Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}); and there was no difference in visible probe tests between groups in each MWM task ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).Figure 1Loss of TERT in Adult DG Impairs Spatial Memory Formation(A) Escape latency (upper, *F*~1,34~ = 48.16, ^∗∗∗^p = 0.0001), time spent in target quadrant (middle, ^∗^p = 0.01) and representative swim paths (bottom) in MWM task. n = 15--21.(B) Construction of LV-TERT-GFP. Western blot confirmed the expression of the TERT-Flag fusion protein in 293T cells. Lane 1: standard protein SURVIVIN-3Flag-GFP; lane 2: loading buffer; lane 3: 293T cells infected with LV-TERT-GFP. n = 3 independent experiments.(C) Representative images showing the specific infection of LV-TERT-GFP in the DG.(D) Western blot images of Flag and GAPDH 14 days after injection of LV-GFP or LV-TERT-GFP into the DG of *Tert*^*−/−*^ or WT mice. n = 3 independent experiments.(E) Re-expression of TERT by LV-TERT-GFP rescued the spatial memory defect in *Tert*^*−/−*^ mice. Escape latency (*F*~2,55~ = 19.87, ^∗∗∗^p = 0.0001, *Tert*^*−/−*^:AD-GFP versus WT; AD-GFP; ^\#^p = 0.010, *Tert*^*−/−*^:AD-TERT-GFP versus *Tert*^*−/−*^:AD-GFP) (left) and time spent in target quadrant (*F*~2,55~ = 7.9, ^∗∗^p = 0.001, ^\#^p = 0.038) (right). n = 17--20.(F and G) Representative RT-PCR (F) showing the mRNA level of TERT in the hippocampus of mice injected with LV-TERT-shRNA-GFP, LV-GFP, or shRNA negative control (shRNA NC) into the DG at days 7 and 28 after injection. n = 3 independent experiments. On the right, bar graph (G) showing the mRNA percentage level of TERT in mice that received LV-TERT-shRNA-GFP injection normalized to the LV-GFP group.(H) Knockdown of TERT in the DG by shRNA resulted in spatial memory formation impairment. Escape latency (left, *F*~1,38~ = 4.922, ^∗^p = 0.0330), time spent in target quadrant (right, ^∗∗^p = 0.003). n = 20. Error bars, SEM. See also [Figures S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and [Movies S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

In the adult brain, TERT is detected in various regions including the hippocampus ([@bib6]). To determine whether TERT loss in the DG of *Tert*^*−/−*^ mice accounts for the defect in spatial memory formation, we constructed a lentivirus (LV) expressing Flag-tagged mouse Tert full-length cDNA under control of the promoter, Ubi, and a GFP reporter gene under control of another promoter, SV40 (named LV-TERT-GFP; [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B) to express the TERT protein and GFP separately. Western blot measurement showed that the TERT-Flag fusion protein was successfully detected by Flag primary antibody in cultured 293T cells 4 days after infection with LV-TERT-GFP ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). Then, 1 μL of LV-TERT-GFP was microinjected into bilateral DGs of the hippocampi of *Tert*^*−/−*^ mice ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C) to replenish TERT protein. As control, 1 μL of LV-GFP was microinjected into bilateral DGs of the hippocampi of *Tert*^*−/−*^ and WT mice. Western blot measurement of Flag expression indicated that the TERT-Flag fusion protein was expressed in the DG of *Tert*^*−/−*^ mice 14 days after injection of LV-TERT-GFP ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D). Strikingly, replenishment of TERT protein in the DG of *Tert*^*−/−*^ mice significantly improved the ability of spatial learning and memory formation in the MWM task 30 days after infusion of LV-TERT-GFP ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E). In contrast, to specifically disrupt the expression of TERT protein in the DG, we delivered an LV vector expressing small hairpin RNA (shRNA) of TERT (LV-TERT-shRNA-GFP, [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}F) or LV-GFP into bilateral DGs. RT-PCR analysis showed 77.32% reduction of TERT mRNA expression level 7 days and 65.46% reduction 28 days after infusion of 1 μL of LV-TERT-shRNA-GFP into the DGs compared with 1 μL of LV-GFP infusion ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}G). Importantly, an impaired ability in spatial memory formation in the MWM task of mice infused with LV-TERT-shRNA-GFP was observed 28 days after infusion, compared with mice infused with LV-GFP ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}H), suggesting that specific TERT deficiency in the DG of the hippocampus impairs spatial memory formation. Altogether, these data suggest an essential role of hippocampal TERT in spatial memory formation.

High Level of Hippocampal TERT Facilitates Spatial Memory Formation {#sec2.2}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

TERT overexpression in the hippocampus exerts an antidepressant effect ([@bib42]). To test whether overexpression of TERT in adult hippocampal DG promotes spatial memory formation, we delivered a recombinant adenoviral vector carrying the gene-encoding mouse TERT and GFP reporter cDNA linked by internal ribosome entry site (named AD-TERT-GFP) into the DGs by microinjection, and measured spatial memory formation in the MWM test 30 days after virus infection. TERT mRNA content measurement in the hippocampus showed that TERT expression was enhanced at day 7, peaked at day 14, began to decline at day 21, and returned to normal levels at day 28 after infusion of AD-TERT-GFP ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Interestingly, AD-TERT-GFP infection in the DGs significantly improved spatial memory formation of mice in the MWM test 30 days ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A), but not 7 days ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B), after hippocampal microinjection. Taken together, these results imply that the positive impact of TERT overexpression on spatial memory formation is indirect, delayed, and requires a period of about 1 month.Figure 2Increase of TERT in Adult DG Promotes Spatial Memory Formation(A) Schedule designed. Escape latency (*F*~1,36~ = 7.177, ^∗^p = 0.0110, left); time spent in target quadrant (^∗∗∗^p = 0.0004, right). n = 19.(B) Schedule designed. Escape latency (*F*~1,30~ = 0.930, p = 0.4480, left); time spent in target quadrant (p = 0.6220, right). n = 15--17.Error bars, SEM. See also [Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

TERT Is Essential for Dendritic Development *In Vitro* and in Adult DG {#sec2.3}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Neural development, especially of hippocampal newborn neurons in adulthood, is closely associated with memory formation ([@bib3], [@bib40]). It is reported that telomere shortening caused by TERC knockout disrupts neuronal differentiation and neuritogenesis ([@bib11]). Although there is extensive evidence showing that telomere length is modulated by TERT, the role of TERT in neural development remains unknown. We accordingly speculated that TERT might be involved in spatial memory process via modulation of neural development, including adjusting morphological characteristics and sculpting the dendritic arbor.

To test this hypothesis, first, *in vitro* NSC differentiation experiments were performed using E18 embryonic hippocampus of *Tert*^*−/−*^ and WT mice. Four days after induction of differentiation, analysis of doublecortin (DCX, a marker for immature neurons) and glial fibrillary acid protein (GFAP, a marker for astrocytes) immunofluorescence signals showed that Tert knockout led to a reduction in neuronal fate as well as an increase in astrocytic fate ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). Notably, the dendritic processes of 4-day-old DCX^+^ immature neurons from *Tert*^*−/−*^ NSCs were significantly shorter than those from WT NSCs ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). To confirm this phenomenon, second, we performed primary hippocampal neuronal culture from E18 embryonic hippocampus of *Tert*^*−/−*^ and WT mice to compare the development of immature neurons. The data showed that Tert gene deletion led to a significant decrease in the total dendritic length and the number of branch points in 7-day-old DCX^+^ immature neurons cultured from the *Tert*^*−/−*^ embryonic hippocampus, compared with 7-day-old neurons cultured from the WT embryonic hippocampus ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B). Third, in a primary hippocampal neuronal culture experiment, we infected the *Tert*^*−/−*^ and WT NSCs at day 0 with AD-GFP for 24 hr. Morphology analysis of GFP^+^ mature neurons at day 14, when the cultured neurons became mature, also showed decreased total dendritic length and reduced number of branch points ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C), as well as diminished total spine and mushroom spine density (data not shown) in neurons cultured from the *Tert*^*−/−*^ embryonic hippocampus compared with neurons cultured from the WT embryonic hippocampus. Taken together, these data uncover an important role for TERT in the morphological development of hippocampal neurons *in vitro*.Figure 3Tert Knockout Impairs Neural Development *In Vitro* and in Adult DG(A) Representative images showing immunostaining with DCX and GFAP of cells at day 4 differentiated from *Tert*^*−/−*^ and WT NSCs, and bar graph analysis. ^∗∗^p = 0.0088, ^∗∗∗^p = 0.0008. n = 4 independent experiments.(B) Representative images of DCX^+^ immature neurons from *Tert*^*−/−*^ or WT mice at day 7 of primary hippocampal neuron culture. Bar graph showing the total dendritic branch number (n = 3 independent experiments, 4 neurons per sample, ^∗∗^p = 0.0023) and total dendritic length (n = 3 independent experiments, 4 neurons per sample, ^∗^p = 0.0159) per DCX^+^ neuron at day 7 of primary hippocampal neuron culture.(C) Representative images of neurons at day 14 of primary hippocampal neurons cultured from *Tert*^*−/−*^ or WT mice. Bar graph showing total dendritic branch number (n = 3 independent experiments, 4 neurons per sample, ^∗∗^p = 0.0042) and total dendritic length (n = 3 independent experiments, 4 neurons per sample, ^∗^p = 0.0196) per GFP^+^ neuron at day 14 of primary hippocampal neuron culture. Student\'s t test.(D) Representative images of Golgi staining of the hippocampus showing the morphology of the granular neurons in the DG and the spines on the process. Red arrow indicates mushroom spine. Bar graph showing total spine density (n = 3 independent experiments, 12 neurons per sample, ^∗^p = 0.0441) and mushroom spine density (n = 3 independent experiments, 12 neurons per sample, ^∗^p = 0.0239) of granular cells in the hippocampal DG of *Tert*^*−/−*^ or WT mice. Student\'s t test.(E and F) Representative photos showing immunostaining with synapsin I in the hippocampus. The arrows indicate the reduced level of synapsin I in the CA3 of *Tert*^*−/−*^ mice compared with WT mice (E). Representative images of western blot showing synapsin I in the hippocampus of *Tert*^*−/−*^ or WT mice, and the bar graph analysis (^∗∗∗^p = 0.0006) (F). Student\'s t test. n = 3 independent experiments.(G--J) Representative images of immunostaining showing DCX^+^ immature neurons in the DG of *Tert*^*−/−*^ and WT mice (G). Analysis of the morphology of the DCX^+^ immature neurons in the DG of *Tert*^*−/−*^ and WT mice (H). Scale bar = 25 μm. Representative images of analyzed DCX^+^ neurons in adult DG of *Tert*^*−/−*^ and WT mice. The DCX^+^ neurons with the most complicated morphology were chosen for analysis in each group (I). Bar graph showing total dendritic branch number (n = 3 independent experiments, 9 neurons per sample, ^∗∗^p = 0.0044) and total dendritic length (n = 3 independent experiments, 9 neurons per sample, ^∗∗^p = 0.0017) per DCX^+^ neuron in the adult DG of *Tert*^*−/−*^ or WT mice (J). Student\'s t test.Error bars, SEM.

To know whether Tert knockout results in the impairment of neural development of granular neurons in adult DG, we performed Golgi staining on the brain sections of *Tert*^*−/−*^ and WT mice. Consistent with the observation from the *in vitro* experiment, the Golgi-staining analysis showed relatively simple morphology of granular neurons and a significant reduction in total and mushroom spine density of granular neurons in the DG of *Tert*^*−/−*^ mice compared with WT mice ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D). Anatomically, granular neurons in the DG send an output to neurons located in the CA3 to form the intrinsic "trisynaptic circuit" (DG→CA3→CA1) in the hippocampus ([@bib25]). Synapsin I is present in the nerve terminal of axons and presents the synaptic contact ([@bib36]). Synapsin I immunostaining showed lower levels of synapsin I expression in the intrinsic region of CA3 in *Tert*^*−/−*^ mice compared with WT mice ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}E). Western blot also showed significant decreased synapsin I expression in the hippocampus in *Tert*^*−/−*^ mice compared with WT mice ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}F). Thus, both the postsynaptic (spines detected by Golgi staining) and presynaptic (synapsin I immunostaining) evidence illustrated that TERT is essential for neural development in the hippocampus.Figure 4Overexpression of TERT Benefits Neural Development *In Vitro* and in Adult DG(A--C) Representative images of primary cultured hippocampal neurons infected with RV-GFP or RV-TERT-GFP at day 1 for 24 hr showing the morphology at day 14 of culture. The arrows indicate the signal of synapsin I after synapsin I immunostaining (A). Bar graph showing total dendrite length (^∗^p = 0.0106) and the density of synapsin I cluster (^∗∗^p = 0.0098) 14 days after RV-GFP or RV-TERT-GFP infection in the primary hippocampal neuron culture. n = 8--10 neurons, Student\'s t test (B). Representative western blot photos showing the expression of synapsin I 14 days after RV-GFP or RV-TERT-GFP infection in the primary hippocampal neuron culture. n = 3 independent experiments. Student\'s t test (C).(D and E) Representative images of spines on GFP^+^ neurons at day 14 of primary hippocampal neuron culture. The NSCs were exposed to LV-TERT-GFP or LV-GFP at day 0 for 24 hr. Arrows indicate mushroom spines (D). Bar graph showing dendritic branch number (^∗^p = 0.0102) and total dendritic length (^∗^p = 0.0161), as well as spine (^∗∗∗^p = 0.0009) and mushroom spine (^∗^p = 0.0270) density, of neurons infected with LV-TERT-GFP or LV-GFP at day 0 for 24 hr. n = 10 neurons. Student\'s t test (E).(F--H) A representative photo of newborn neurons infected with RV-TERT-GFP and RV-RFP in the DG 28 days after injection (F). The total dendritic length (^∗∗∗^p = 0.0002) and branch points (^∗^p = 0.0268) (G), and spine (^∗∗^p = 0.0036) and mushroom spine (^∗^p = 0.0168) density (H) of newborn neurons infected with RV-TERT-GFP and RV-RFP in the DG 28 days after injection. n = 3 independent experiments, Student\'s t test.Error bars, SEM. See also [Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}

Adult-born neurons send afferent connectivity to CA3 neurons, contributing to the "trisynaptic circuit" and memory formation ([@bib25]). To know whether the newborn neurons undergo abnormal development in the hippocampus of *Tert*^*−/−*^ mice, we analyzed the morphology of DCX^+^ immature neurons in the adult DG ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}G--4J). Remarkably, a reduction in total length and branching of dendrites of immature newborn neurons ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}H--4J) was observed in the DG of the hippocampus of *Tert*^*−/−*^ mice compared with WT mice. Therefore, these results demonstrate that TERT is also crucial for the development of newborn neurons in the adult hippocampus.

Elevated TERT Promotes Dendritic Development *In Vitro* and in Adult DG {#sec2.4}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Telomerase levels are high in stem/progenitor cells, neurons during early development, and decrease in association with cell differentiation. The TERT expression is undetectable in the vast majority of adult somatic cells. New neurons are differentiated from NSCs *in vitro* and NPCs in adult DG ([@bib9]). To directly and specifically overexpress TERT in the NSCs/NPCs, we constructed a recombinant retrovirus vector carrying full-length TERT cDNA and a GFP reporter gene under a CAG promoter to express a TERT-GFP fused protein (named RV-TERT-GFP, [Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), according to the ability of the retrovirus in infecting dividing cells. In primary hippocampal neuron culture, we treated the NSCs with RV-TERT-GFP or RV-GFP at day 0, and analyzed the morphology changes of the derived neurons at day 14. Despite the fact that the green fluorescence of RV-TERT-GFP-infected neurons was not as bright as that in RV-GFP-infected neurons, the morphology was well analyzed after synapsin I immunostaining ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A). The total dendritic length ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B) and the number of branch points (data not shown) were enhanced by RV-TERT-GFP. Meanwhile, analysis of synapsin I immunostaining showed that the synapsin I cluster density in the process significantly increased in RV-TERT-GFP-infected neurons compared with neurons infected with RV-GFP ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B). Moreover, increased synapsin I protein expression was detected in RV-TERT-GFP-infected neurons compared with RV-GFP-infected neurons by western blot ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C), indicating increased spine density and synapse formation induced by TERT overexpression in NSCs. However, the spine was not detectable because of the relative weak green fluorescence of GFP on the processes of RV-TERT-GFP infected neurons, possibly due to the fact that GFP was fused to the end of TERT. To directly explore the effect of TERT overexpression in NSCs on spine development, we then used LV-TERT-GFP and LV-GFP to infect cells to measure the spine density changes ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D and 4E). We infected the cells with LV-TERT-GFP or LV-GFP at day 0 for 24 hr during the 14-day primary neuron culture, and analyzed the morphology of the derived neurons at day 14. Both total spine and mushroom spine density of the cultured neurons significantly increased in LV-TERT-GFP^+^ neurons compared with LV-GFP^+^ neurons ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D and 4E). These data indicate that elevated TERT level in NSCs promotes neural development and neuritogenesis of the derived neurons *in vitro*.

Next, to verify the function of TERT in NPCs in adult DG, TERT was selectively overexpressed in dividing neural progenitors by delivering RV-TERT-GFP into the DG. Considering the weak GFP fluorescence of dendrites of the RV-TERT-GFP-infected neurons, we mixed RV-TERT-GFP with RV-red fluorescent protein (RFP), and then infused them together (1:1 ratio) into adult DG of WT mice. Twenty-eight days later, the morphology of the newborn neurons was examined by analyzing RFP fluorescence. In comparison with only RFP-positive neurons, which were only red without TERT overexpression, RV-RFP and RV-TERT-GFP double-infected neurons showed as yellow (a mixture of red and green) with TERT overexpression exhibited significantly enhanced length and branching of dendrites ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}F and 4G), as well as spine and mushroom spine density ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}H), demonstrating that elevated TERT in neural progenitors in adult DG promotes neural development and neuritogenesis *in vivo*.

Taken together, these data illustrate that TERT overexpression in NSCs/NPCs are beneficial for neural development, including morphological maturing and synaptic plasticity *in vitro* and in adult DG.

TERT Is Essential for Circuit Incorporation of Hippocampal Newborn Neurons {#sec2.5}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Hippocampal newborn neurons exhibit enhanced plasticity of integration into the existing network during maturation ([@bib37]). To identify the impact of TERT on the neuronal network formation of newborn neurons, we applied a monosynaptic retrograde tracing system based on retrovirus and pseudotyped rabies virus ([@bib26], [@bib27], [@bib37]). A dose of 1 μL of retrovirus (RV-SYN-GTR) was injected into the right DG of *Tert*^*−/−*^ and WT mice, followed by EnvA-pseudotyped rabies virus (EnvA-ΔR-mCh, 1 μL) injection into the same spot 1 month later ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A). The new developed neurons expressed nucleus-localized GFP, TVA receptor (T), and rabies glycoprotein (R) under control of the synapsin promoter 30 days after infection in NPCs. On day 30 after infection of EnvA-ΔR-mCh, in which Rgp gene of rabies was replaced with mCherry (mCh), EnvA-ΔR-mCh will enter TVA-expressing newborn neurons and produce rabies virus with Rgp to cross the synapse retrogradely ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A). All sections of mice brain were collected for analysis of starter cells (GFP^+^ and mCherry^+^) in the DG ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B) and traced cells (purely mCherry^+^) throughout the brain 7 days later. To exclude that the EnvA-ΔR-mCh was not successfully pseudotyped, RV-SYN-GT without rabies glycoprotein codons was injected into the DG, followed by EnvA-ΔR-mCh injection 1 month later, and no traced cell was detected in the whole brain, validating the specificity of this tracing system ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B).Figure 5Deletion of TERT Gene Impairs Afferent Circuit Incorporation of Hippocampal Newborn Neurons(A) A diagram showing the dual-virus retrograde tracing system used to trace afferent cells of hippocampal newborn neurons.(B) Representative photos showing the GFP^+^ cells, starter cells, and traced cells in the DG after injection of RV-SYN-GTR and EnvA-ΔG-mCh (left). As control, RV-SYN-GT lacking rabies glycoprotein was injected 30 days before EnvA-ΔG-mCh injection. No starter cells or traced cells were observed in this situation.(C and D) Bar graphs showing the number of GFP^+^ cells and starter cells in the DG of *Tert*^*−/−*^ or WT mice. *n* = 4, Student\'s t test (C). Bar graphs showing the number of traced cells (^∗∗∗^p = 0.0004) and the ratio of traced cells/starter cells (^∗∗∗^p = 0.0001) in *Tert*^*−/−*^ or WT mice. n = 4 independent experiments, Student\'s t test (D).(E--G) Representative images showing the distribution of input cells throughout the brain (E). Bar graphs showing the number of traced cells (F) and the ratio of traced cells/starter cells (G) in regions of the brain. n = 4 independent experiments, Student\'s t test for each region. ^∗^p \< 0.05, ^∗∗^p \< 0.01, ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001. DG, dentate gyrus; HL, hilus; MEA, medial entorhinal area; LEA, lateral entorhinal area; MS, medial septum; DB, diagonal band.Error bars, SEM.

Previously, we found that inhibition of TERT activity reduced the proliferation of NPCs in the DG ([@bib42]), so we infused a titer of ∼1 × 107 pfu/mL of RV-SYN-GTR into the right DG of WT mice and a titer of ∼2 × 107 pfu/mL of RV-SYN-GTR into the right DG of *Tert*^*−/−*^ mice. Accordingly, the number of pure GFP^+^ cells and starter cells were almost identical between *Tert*^*−/−*^ and WT mice ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}C). However, the total number of traced cells and the ratio of traced cells per single newborn neuron were significantly lower in *Tert*^*−/−*^ mice compared with WT mice ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}D). One-month-old newborn neurons receive afferent inputs from the intra-hippocampus, including the granular layer, the hilus, and CA3, the entorhinal cortex, including the lateral and medial entorhinal areas, and the forebrain, including the medial septum and diagonal band ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}E). Interestingly, TERT deficiency resulted in reduced afferent input globally throughout the brain ([Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}E and 5F). Moreover, the input onto single new neuron was remarkably lessened in *Tert*^*−/−*^ mice compared with WT mice ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}G). These data suggest that the incorporation of hippocampal newborn neurons into the existing brain circuits is impaired in the brain lacking the *Tert* gene, implying an important role for TERT in neural circuit formation.

TERT Regulates the Dendritic Development Independently of Telomerase Activity {#sec2.6}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The catalytic activity-independent function of TERT has been reported ([@bib32]). To determine whether the telomerase activity of TERT is required in the modulation of neural development, we constructed recombinant LV carrying non-activity TERT cDNA (LV-TERTΔ-GFP), in which the nucleotides encoding the key amino acids (AA702--712) for maintaining the catalytic activity were deleted ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}A). TRAP measurement showed that infection of LV-TERTΔ-GFP in the DG did not increase telomerase activity compared with LV-GFP infection, indicating that the shortened TERT (TERTΔ) lacked catalytic activity ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}B). Furthermore, TRAP analysis of telomerase activity in the DG of the hippocampus of *Tert*^*−/−*^ mice infected with LV-GFP, LV-TERT-GFP, or LV-TERTΔ-GFP showed that LV-TERT-GFP, but not LV-TERTΔ-GFP infection rescued telomerase activity loss induced by Tert knockout ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}C). However, in a primary hippocampal neuronal culture experiment, similar to LV-TERT-GFP ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D and 4E), replenishing non-activity TERT (TERTΔ) in *Tert*^*−/−*^ NSCs by LV-TERTΔ-GFP also rescued the reduction in total dendritic length and spine density of the *Tert*^*−/−*^ NSC-derived neurons ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}D), indicating an dispensable role of TERT catalytic activity in the modulation of neural development. To test whether non-activity TERT expression in the DG would enhance the ability of spatial memory formation, we delivered LV-TERTΔ-GFP or LV-GFP into the DG of WT mice. The MWM task was performed 28 days after infusion and showed that expression of shortened TERT without catalytic activity in the DG also facilitated spatial memory formation ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}E). These data demonstrate that the function of TERT in the regulation of neural development and spatial memory formation does not require the telomerase non-canonical activity.Figure 6Catalytic Activity of TERT Is Not Required for Modulation of Neural Development and Spatial Memory Formation(A) The design of construction of a lentiviral vector expressing a type of catalytically inactive TERT.(B and C) Representative TRAP image (left) and bar graph (right) showing telomerase activity in the adult DG infected with LV-TERTΔ-GFP or LV-GFP 7 days after infection (n = 3 independent experiments, p = 0.8165, Student\'s t test), (B). Bar graph showing telomerase activity in the adult DG of *Tert*^*−/−*^ mice infected with LV-GFP, LV-TERT-GFP or LV-TERTΔ-GFP 14 days after injection (n = 3 independent experiments, *F*~2,6~ = 48.58, ^∗∗∗^p = 0.0002, one-way ANOVA), (C).(D) Representative images of primary cultured hippocampal neurons from *Tert*^*−/−*^ or WT mice. The cells were infected with LV-GFP or LV-TERTΔ-GFP at day 0 of culture. Bar graph showing total dendritic length (*F*~2,12~ = 12.89, ^∗∗^p = 0.0010, ^\#\#^p = 0.0018) and spine density (*F*~2,12~ = 5.961, ^∗^p = 0.0159, ^\#^p = 0.0351) per GFP^+^ neuron at day 14 of primary hippocampal neuron culture. n = 5 independent experiments, one-way ANOVA.(E) Escape latency measured during days 30--34 (*F*~1,28~ = 4.346, ^∗^p = 0.041) and time spent in target quadrant (^∗^p = 0.019) measured at day 35 after microinjection of LV-TERTΔ-GFP or LV-GFP into the adult DGs of mice in MWM task. n = 15.Error bars, SEM. See also [Figure S7](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}

Hippocampal Newborn Neurons Account for the Function of TERT in Processing Spatial Memory {#sec2.7}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Although the spatial memory formation in both *Tert*^*−/−*^ and WT mice was enhanced by virus-mediated TERT overexpression in the DG ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), it remained unclear which type of cells mediated this effect. Histological analyses of the expression of cell type-specific markers in GFP-expressing cells revealed that LV-TERT-GFP/LV-GFP infected NeuN^+^ neurons, GFAP^+^ astrocytes, and SOX2^+^/Ki67^+^ neural progenitors in the DG ([Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Adult-born neurons in the DG contribute to the formation of new memories, particularly spatial memory ([@bib40]). It takes about 4 weeks for newborn neurons proliferated from NPCs in the DG to mature and to play a role in spatial memory processes ([@bib19], [@bib40]). The effect of LV-TERT-GFP and AD-TERT-GFP on spatial memory formation appeared 28 days after infection ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E and [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), which was exactly the same time required for maturation of newborn neurons. Thus, we speculated that NPC-generated adult-born neurons account for the memory improvement by TERT. To verify this hypothesis, TERT was specifically overexpressed in proliferating NPCs by injection of RV-TERT-GFP at high titers into the DGs and measured the spatial memory formation 28 days later. As expected, overexpression of TERT in dividing neural progenitors in the DG was sufficient to induce spatial memory improvement ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}A).Figure 7The Regulation of Spatial Memory by TERT Requires Newborn Neurons(A) Escape latency (*F*~1,37~ = 10.86, ^∗∗^p = 0.0020) and time spent in the target quadrant (^∗∗^p = 0.0080, Student\'s t test) in MWM test. n = 19--20.(B--D) Schematic representation of the experiment. BrdU was administered during days 8--10 after AD infection (B). Representatives of the BrdU^+^ cells in the DG. Scale bars, = 200 μm. Total number of BrdU + cells per DG at day 28 after BrdU labeling (n = 4 independent experiments, *F*~2,9~ = 59.24, ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.0001, versus sham; AD-GFP, one-way ANOVA), (C). X-ray irradiation of the hippocampus zone blocked AD-TERT-GFP-induced improvement of spatial memory formation in the MWM task. Escape latency measured during days 41--45 (*F*~2,54~ = 6.354, ^∗∗^p = 0.0030, sham; AD-GFP versus X-ray; AD-GFP; ^∗^p = 0.0490, sham; AD-GFP versus X-ray; AD-TERT-GFP) and time spent in target quadrant measured at day 46 (*F*~2,54~ = 6.620, ^∗^p = 0.025, ^∗∗^p = 0.005, versus sham; AD-GFP, one-way ANOVA), (D). n = 18--20.(E) A model showing that TERT in NPCs in the DG of adult hippocampus regulates spatial memory formation by modulation of the development of newborn neurons.Error bars, SEM. See also [Figures S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S7](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

X-ray irradiation is developed to ablate neurogenesis and investigate the function of newborn neurons in the hippocampus ([@bib31]). We used X-ray irradiation to estimate the role of hippocampal newborn neurons in the TERT-induced enhancement of spatial memory formation. We killed proliferating NPCs by selectively exposing the bilateral hippocampus zone to X-ray irradiation 3 days after hippocampal injection of AD-TERT-GFP (5 Gy each time, at days 4, 7, and 10; [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}B). Then, bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) (50 mg/kg, intraperitoneally \[i.p.\] 2 times per day) was administrated in mice at days 8--10. Cell damage was examined by staining the brain slices with Fluoro-Jade (FJ) which is used as fluorescent markers for neuronal death ([@bib20]). Twenty-four hours after the end of the last X-ray irradiation, mice were killed to perform FJ staining. It was shown that irradiation caused a marked increase in the number of FJ-positive cells, predominantly confined to the sub-granular layer ([Figure S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Meanwhile, intraluminal middle cerebral artery occlusion (MCAO)-induced ischemia mice brain was used as positive control and a lot of FJ-positive cells were found in the DG and CA1 24 hr after MCAO surgery ([Figure S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). BrdU immunostaining analysis, 28 days later, confirmed that the newborn neurons were killed by X-ray irradiation in both AD-GFP- and AD-TERT-GFP-infected DG mice, compared with the sham mice ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}C). No difference in the number of BrdU^+^ newborn cells was found between AD-GFP- and AD-TERT-GFP-injected DG ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}C). As a result, in comparison with X-ray irradiaton, in AD-GFP-injected mice, TERT overexpression-induced improvement of spatial memory formation was blocked by irradiation 28 days later ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}D), suggesting that hippocampal newborn neurons mediate the regulation of spatial memory formation by hippocampal TERT ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}E). Hence, TERT in the NPCs in the DG of the hippocampus is an important endogenous factor for spatial memory formation through influencing the development, neuritogenesis, and circuit incorporation of hippocampal newborn neurons.

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

The function of telomerase in adult tissue beyond cellular aging, proliferation, and turnover remains unexplored ([@bib17], [@bib22], [@bib30], [@bib42]). In particular, the function of telomerase in the DG of adult hippocampus is largely unknown. Our study uncovered an unknown role for hippocampal TERT, the catalytic subunit of telomerase, in the dendritic development, neuritogenesis, and circuit incorporation of newborn neurons as well as in spatial memory processing. Of note, the function of TERT in NPCs in modulation of neural development is not telomerase activity dependent, implying that TERT designed to be without catalytic activity could be used for improving memory formation without tumorigenesis. Our finding would be helpful for understanding the molecular mechanism of spatial memory formation and would represent a potential target for a treatment approach for injury-related memory disorders.

TERC, another subunit of telomerase, is found to be required for the neuritogenesis of neurons by using late-generation Terc knockout mice. Compared with humans, mice possess much longer telomeres at the end of chromosomes. Hence, the impaired neural development in G4 *Terc*^*−/−*^ mice is the consequence of shortening telomere in NSCs ([@bib11]). TERT catalytic function also serves for telomere elongation. More surprisingly, here, we found that TERT modulates neural development via a very different mechanism. In the first generation of *Tert*^*−/−*^ mice, the dendritic development, neuritogenesis, and circuit incorporation of hippocampal newborn neurons were disrupted. In addition, TERT shRNA interference and overexpression by viral vehicles affected neural development. These data demonstrated that telomere shortening is not important in the action of TERT in modulation of neural development. Indeed, by generating an edited version of TERT without catalytic activity, a non-activity-dependent role of TERT was revealed in the regulation of neural development and spatial memory formation.

Our previous study found that hippocampal TERT is involved in depression-related behavior ([@bib42]). It is possible that the activity of mice in MWM tests after TERT alteration is influenced by, or the direct consequence of, the depression-related behavior phenotype. To investigate this, we measured the depression-related behavior tests, including the tail suspension test and the forced swimming test (FST) 28 days after injection of LV-TERTΔ-GFP and LV-GFP into the DG of WT mice ([Figure S7](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Although, spatial memory formation was enhanced by LV-TERTΔ-GFP ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), depression-related behavior was not observed ([Figure S7](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus, the behavior alteration in the MWM test after TERT manipulation may not be associated with depressive mood changes. There is extensive evidence showing that hippocampal neurogenesis contributes to memory formation in normal physical states and in disease states such as aging, Alzheimer\'s disease, and dementia ([@bib34]). Our previous study demonstrates that TERT regulates hippocampal neurogenesis ([@bib42]). Therefore, hippocampal TERT could modulate spatial memory formation by adjusting both the number of newborn neurons and the morphological complexity of the newly developed neurons.

TERT is demonstrated to have a strong correlation with tumorigenesis and a causal relevance with lifespan and aging, since there are high levels of TERT in cancer stem cells and embryonic stem cells ([@bib14], [@bib17]). Meanwhile, TERT is also highly expressed in NSCs/NPCs ([@bib42]). Besides its important role in proliferation, the exact role for TERT in the NSCs/NPCs is unclear. By using *Tert* knockout mice and viral tools, we demonstrated an important role of TERT in neural development including dendritic development, neuritogenesis, and circuit incorporation. The question is: how does TERT in the NSCs/NPCs affect the development of the newborn neurons? The molecule β-catenin is an important signaling molecule mediating the gene transcription of the Wnt pathway. Both Wnt and β-catenin were found to be involved in the development of newborn neurons in the DG ([@bib4], [@bib12]). Previous research shows that β-catenin binds to the TERT promoter for the regulation of TERT expression ([@bib15]). Moreover, it is found that TERT modulates Wnt/β-catenin signaling by association with the target gene chromatin ([@bib28]). Hence, TERT may interact with the Wnt/β-catenin cascade in regulating dendritic development of the post-natal-born neurons.

Upon joining DG circuits, the newly born neurons in adult DG are more likely to be recruited into emerging memory traces ([@bib8]). In particular, the development of the newborn neurons is critical for the neuroplasticity and the function of the hippocampus, including memory formation under physiological conditions ([@bib3]) or in disease states such as aging, Alzheimer's disease, or dementia ([@bib34]). Our tracing data showed that the input circuit establishment of hippocampal newborn neurons was reduced in Tert knockout mice compared with WT mice. Because *Tert* knockout may affect neural development globally, the impaired development of the afferent neurons may also contribute to this observation. Although this data imply that TERT is important for neural circuits formation, further selective manipulation of TERT in the "starter" newborn neurons in the tracing system could be helpful to understand the direct function of TERT in PNCs in the modulation of the circuitry of hippocampal newborn neuron.

Based on our finding here, a type of none-activity TERT strategy could be adopted for gene therapy to improve memory, providing a potential target for NSCs-based treatment of aging-caused impairment of memory formation.

Experimental Procedures {#sec4}
=======================

For a more detailed description, see [Supplemental Experimental Procedures](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Animals {#sec4.1}
-------

Young adult (7- to 8-week-old) male ICR or FVB/NJU mice were used in this study. *Tert*^*−/−*^ mice (1.5--2.5 months old) used in this study were produced by intercrosses of homozygous knockout mice ([@bib39]) that were backcrossed to FVB/NJU mice over more than ten generations. Then, the first generation of *Tert*^*−/−*^ mice was used for analysis in this study. Animals were housed in an air-conditioned room (20 ± 2°C), with food and water *ad libitum*, except when specified otherwise. All procedures involving the use of animals were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Nanjing Medical University (protocol number: IACUC-1704010). All experiments were performed in accordance with the approved guidelines and regulations.

The MWM Test {#sec4.2}
------------

The MWM test was performed as described with a few adjustments ([@bib18]). The training paradigm for the visible platform version of the MWM consisted of four trials (60 s maximum; 15 min interval) each day for 2 consecutive days. Following visible platform training, the training paradigm for the hidden platform version of the MWM consisted of four trials (60 s maximum; 15 min interval) each day for 5 consecutive days. The probe trial was carried out 24 hr after the completion of training on day 6. The swim paths were recorded with a video tracking system (EthoVision XT). The data of the mice which were floating or jumping off the platform in the MWM test was excluded.

Golgi Staining {#sec4.3}
--------------

Brains were cut to cross-sections 200 μm thick with a Vibratome (Leica) and stained with Golgi dye ([@bib13]). Sections were analyzed with a Zeiss Axiovert 200M microscope and Openlab software. The number of apical and basal spines on hippocampal DG neurons was counted blind to the genotype. Images of neurons stained with Golgi dye were acquired with the Olympus phase contrast microscope with a 40× oil lens. The image files were used for analysis with the Imaris v.7.2.3 program. For each experimental group, a minimum of 4 cells per slice (4 slices per mouse, totally 12 neurons per mouse) were analyzed. The type of spines was identified based on the shape and width of spines. When the width value was \>0.6 μm, the spines were classified as mushroom spines.

Statistics {#sec4.4}
----------

Statistical analysis for escape latency in the MWM test: repeated measures ANOVA followed by a *post hoc* Bonferroni multiple comparison tests. Statistical analysis for probe test: Student\'s t test (two groups) or one-way ANOVA (three groups). All graphical data were presented as means ± SEM.
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Document S1. Supplemental Experimental Procedures, Figures S1--S7, and Table S1Movie S1. Representative Behavior of WT Mice in the MWM Test, Related to Figure 1This movie shows the performance of a mouse in the WT group in the MWM test at day 5 during the 5-day training period. The WT mouse found the platform in a short time.Movie S2. Representative Behavior of Tert-/- Mice in the MWM Test, Related to Figure 1This movie shows the performance of a mouse in the *Tert*^*−/−*^ group in the MWM test at day 5 during the 5-day training period. The *Tert*^*−/−*^ mouse did not find the platform.Document S2. Article plus Supplemental Information
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